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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Night Storms is a collection of ten stories
that explores the gamut of human emotions and is guaranteed to entertain a variety of readers. In
Anger Management, a young man struggles to control his temper but learns too late just how
horribly he has been failing. In Riley s Dragon, a teenage boy is ashamed at having let down his
uncle on his first hunting expedition, but manages to grow enough to fill his father with pride. The
Mark takes place in a town deep-set with tradition and religious awe, and is upheaved when one of
their own is marked by the hand of God. Down is a powerful story of love and respect that one
family man holds for his long-time canine companion. In Straw, a retired farmer recounts his
childhood dealing with one of Satan s creatures. In Brian Donnahe s Talent, an acting teachers
seeks the aid of a former colleague when one of her students proves to be more talented than she
could expect, or handle. Waiting Patiently draws a strong but unlikely link...
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is actually the very best function by any article writer. it was writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of. Isobel Heller MD
This ebook will not be simple to start on reading but very fun to learn. It generally is not going to expense too much. I am very happy to explain how this is
the finest book i have read in my very own existence and can be he finest pdf for at any time.
-- La va da Cr uicksha nk
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